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The Attendance Machine will be tracking an
employee throughout their visit. And the visit

details would be shown on the Attendance
Machine. The attendee details can be viewed in
the Attendance Console or in a browser. This is

a desktop application which can be used for
managing employee attendance, employee
attendance schedules, employment records,

payroll in both paper and electronic mode, time
management, time clock attendance,

attendance counting, attendance verification
system, attendance control, employee leave

management system, attendance report
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generator, attendance reporting and attendance
monitoring. Employees attending and working

hours, attendance schedule, employee
attendance, employee time sheets etc. are very

essential parts for any business. It is also
important to stay updated about the attendance

and time sheets of the employees. The good
news is that with the help of an attendance
tracker, it has become a very easy task. The
attendance tracker software will assist in the

following: Description: Time attendance
software is used for recording attendance and
timing of individuals. It will keep a check of the
attendance of your employees and check for

their entry in the company timings. The
attendance tracking software will help you to: It
is an internet application which can be used as a
time and attendance reporting tool. In addition

to its time and attendance reporting and
management function, the attendance tracking

tool also allows employers to view employee
attendance, hourly work report, attendance
documents and payroll queries. The system

generates multiple reports and provides real-
time or batch payroll analysis, attendance
report generator, attendance count, leave
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analysis and workflow manager.

Secureye Biometric Attendance Software Download

In today’s world of advancement and
automation, attendance management systems

have become one of the utmost required
application for businesses – especially those

which deal with employees. So to suit the
requirements of our customers we are now
providing a very simple and fast installation

method for on-boarding the attendance system
into the system. This helps in streamlining the

process from deployment to on-boarding.
Biometric attendance process is pretty easy to

implement and need no technical expertise. It is
just a matter of few steps. In this process, you

need to install the attendance software and the
attendance machine on to the attendance

system. Once that is done, you have to
manually make all the employees register

themselves. You will be able to view attendance
and their status at any point of time. * Using QR

code: In this, QR codes are printed on their
badges/IDs. You have to create a QR code

scanner to read the code and add it to
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attendance system. The software reads QR code
and adds it to the attendance system

automatically. Once all the employees are
registered, you can now implement the

biometric attendance system. You can opt for
online authentication or you can use the

Attendance Attendance Machine to authenticate
the employees. A biometric attendance machine
is hardware-based attendance system which is
connected to the attendance system using a

Bluetooth. So all you need is to configure
Attendance Machine once the employee

registration is complete. When the employee
registers the attendance machine, a QR code is

generated which is scanned using the
Attendance machine. Once the QR code is

scanned, you will be able to know the details of
the attendance machine as well as the

employee. All the attendance information is
stored on the Attendance Machine. 5ec8ef588b
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